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Message from our President, Michael Andrews
It seems like just yesterday that I wrote my first President’s message, but that was back in 2002. As I write this
time, my wife and I are referred to as Empty Nesters. Yes, all the kids are off in college. Wow! My youngest
son, Cooper, just started at San Diego State University. Cole and Alena are in their third year at Cal Poly in
San Luis Obispo. It is definitely way quieter around here and a little less work, but we seem to be filling up the
extra time with some traveling, family and hobbies.
As far as Nor Cal goes it has been a little quiet over the summer. We should be gearing up for a good winter
session with all the events coming up.
Our monthly meets at the Lafayette Vets hall started up in September.
Future Lafayette Meetings Veterans Hall: (See Events – Page 8 for details)
November 9, 2019
December 14, 2019 - our annual Holiday Party
January 11, 2020
February 8, 2020
March is Cal Stewart month. We are currently working on a venue for that meet.
I look forward to seeing everyone at our monthly meets, and as always give me a call if you need anything
(michael@mjc-inc.com).
Don’t forget York, October 17, 18, 19. (See Events Page 8)
Michael Andrews

In dedication to Richard Kughn
As you no doubt know, Richard Kughn recently passed away. In your editor’s opinion, he was one of the most
important figures in the history of toy trains. This issue of the TCA Express is dedicated to him. We have a few
thoughts and memories by Nor-Cal members, Mark Boyd and Bob Remley.
Your editor, Allan Feinstein, 510 420-1728, has picked up a number of internet stories about Mr. Kughn and
edited them down. In addition to his history, we get some advice. For those of us who are thinking about how
to expand our hobby, some advice from Mr. Kughn (see Page 6) Home Collector Tips Q&A with Former
Lionel Trains CEO Richard Kughn. Interview by staff of “Invaluable”.
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Interviewer :What advice would you give to a rising train collector? Where should he or she start?

Mr. Kughn: Be an operator, not a collector. Operators … are going to build a train layout, operate it,
repair it and run it. …. Operators join a club to share and learn from fellow Lionel train enthusiasts.
Editor : Is this the way to bring in newcomers? What do you think?

Mark Boyd on Richard Kughn
I met Richard Kughn a few times. The first time was at the Grand Rapids TCA Convention in the year 2000. We
were standing around the trading hall chatting about how Lionel needed to protect their licensing of their
corporate name. Richard noticed I was wearing a knock-off brass belt buckle I had bought in a Bay Area
antique store. Nothing that concerned him as he acknowledged it was a one-off hand cast product, but never
the less, an example of what they looked for to protect their trade name. He was very pleasant, a tall business
man who enjoyed chatting with train enthusiasts at the convention.
I remember talking to a TCA Convention Registrar who told me Mr. Kughn must have had his administrative
assistant fill out the registration form for the convention as every tour was signed up for, regardless of
whether the scheduled times conflicted. His registration showed that he had signed up for every tour. He was
a supporter of our TCA National Conventions.
When Nor-Cal hosted the 1999 TCA Convention in Burlingame, the Lionel crew showed up and asked where
the merchandise was that they had sent out. I said we never received it. They found out shortly it was still
sitting on a shipping dock in Michigan. Overnight, they drop shipped two pallets of free merchandise to
California in time for our convention. Indeed, Mr. Kughn supported us!
The second time I encountered Mr. Kughn, he was experiencing an episode with his heart in the theater of the
National Toy Train Museum. His wife came running into John Luppino’s office (past TCA Executive
Director) frantically looking for help. I grabbed John’s desk chair with wheels (lacking a wheel chair in the
museum) and raced it back to where Mr. Kughn had collapsed. We brought him to the entrance and the
paramedics took it from there. It was York week and needless to say Mr. Kughn did not make it to the
Fairgrounds that week, but he survived several more years, outlasting his late wife who passed a few years
ago.
Many Bay Area people may not realize that Mr. Kughn built the Great Mall of Milpitas. He developed it from
the old closed Ford manufacturing plant. He employed all United Auto Union Workers when he brought Lionel
to Michigan.

Bob Remley on Richard Kughn
As you probably know Richard Kughn's professional life was developing Shopping Malls. One such
development was the Great Mall in Milpitas which was built from the old Ford Assembly plant. He helped
Golden State TTOS get a spot in the Great Mall which we maintained for 3 years. This lead to a total of 21
years running trains in Silicon Valley Malls before ending in December 2015. Golden State TTOS had been
doing short train shows of 1 to 3 weekends for 20 years before the Great Mall experience, but without Richard
Kughns help I wonder if we would have ever gotten into the longer term operation in "the Malls".
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A really personal view on Richard Kughn From People.com Archive, by Dan Chu
and Julie GreenWalt
https://people.com/archive/dick-kughn-had-so-much-fun-with-his-lionel-trains-that-he-bought-the-wholerailroad-vol-32-no-25/

He bought the Whole Railroad
It was Christmas morning in 1938 when 9-year-old Dick Kughn first felt that explosion of happiness known best to

generations of small boys. “I came down in my flannel pajamas, and there it was, all set up under the tree,” he
remembers. “It was a gray tin Vanderbilt locomotive with a yellow boxcar and a Shell tank car and a red
caboose and track laid out in an oval loop. As soon as I could figure out where to plug in the transformer, I was
down on the floor-that’s what’s fun-to lie nose-to-nose with the train.”
Santa came through for the lad with what he wanted most—a shiny new toy train set made by Lionel. And now,
51 Christmases later, the magic of that moment has hardly dimmed. Although Richard P. Kughn (pronounced
“Koon”) is now a hugely successful businessman in Detroit and a millionaire many times over, he still plays
with model trains—oh, boy, does he! Over the years Kughn’s accumulation of trackage, replica rolling stock
and accessories has reached hundreds of thousands of items, a collection so large that his own private, 30,000square-foot museum in Motown can’t hold it all.
Then in 1986 Kughn chugged full-throttle into toy train heaven: He bought the Lionel company. “It was a
romantic thing; I just thought it would be fun to own Lionel,” he says. “Then I found out it was a good business
opportunity as well.” As America’s leading purveyor of toy trains, Lionel expects to turn out 2.5 million trainrelated items during the current year to mark up total sales in excess of $50 million. “Well,” says Kughn with
his quick, characteristic laugh, “I certainly know the product.”
In a real sense, Kughn arrived at his expertise from the inside out. Born in Detroit, he moved with his parents—
his father was a real estate title examiner; his mother, a housewife—to Cleveland when he was 3. And two years
before the boy would be given a Lionel of his own, he had rescued a discarded train set from a neighbor’s trash
can. The train wouldn’t run, “so I took it apart, cleaned everything and, by golly, it worked,” he recalls. “I guess
I was always a tinkerer.”
He did a lot of other things, such as play the clarinet with a group of 6th-grade friends including George
Steinbrenner, later to become the principal owner of the New York Yankees. Kughn was also a semipro
magician who performed in local theaters between matinee movies. The one place where he didn’t shine was in
the classroom. He graduated in the bottom 5 percent of his high school class and lasted but one semester at Ohio
University before withdrawing for eye surgery. Kughn suffers from diplopia, commonly called double vision,
that makes it difficult for him to read. This was one reason, he says, for his stumbles in school.
No one, however, doubted Kughn’s eye for a business deal. Starting at the bottom in the construction business,
he rose quickly from laborer to foreman to material inspector, field engineer and estimator. In 1955, by then
returned to Detroit, he joined the firm of builder A. Alfred Taubman. As Taubman’s nuts-and-bolts man, Kughn
became company president in 1969 and prospered mightily along with his boss in the nationwide shopping-mall
building boom. Kughn eventually retired as vice chairman of the board in 1983 because, he says, “I wanted to
express myself in other activities.”
By that he means Kughn Enterprises, an umbrella organization of 81 separate business and community
ventures, including radio stations, a film production company, real estate and a luxury restaurant in Detroit.
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Other activities also relate to his hobbies; Kughn the collector tends to buy everything—from antique coin
banks to vintage automobiles—in wholesale lots. In 1976 he acquired a Detroit building that formerly housed a
bowling alley, tavern and sporting goods store and converted it to Carail, a private museum displaying about 50
of his 180 classic cars and roughly half of his vast model train accumulation.
“I’m not a bank,” says Kughn. “I’m a hands-on investor.” And clearly the thing he’s happiest to get his hands
on is Lionel Trains, headquartered in Mount Clemens, Mich. As is his custom, Kughn refuses to reveal the price
he paid Lionel’s former owner, Kenner Parker Toys Inc. (An outside estimate put the figure at $25 million.) Nor
does he assign a money value to the things he collects. He is proud to point out, however, that Lionel’s sales
have tripled since he took over three years ago.
In 1984 Kughn married Linda Stebbins, the second marriage for both. Between them they have a son, four
daughters and eight grandchildren from their previous marriages. The Kughns alternate between four homes—a
high-rise apartment in Detroit, two adjoining condos in the suburbs, another condo in a Cleveland suburb and
their “retreat paradise,” a palatial 19th-century Victorian cottage with 10 bedrooms on Mackinac Island, Mich.
Wherever he is, though, Dick Kughn is never far from a model train setup, and Linda, 46, sometimes joins him
at the rig.

Staff of “Invaluable” on Richard Kughn
https://www.invaluable.com/blog/lionel-trains-richard-kughn/
Home Collector Tips Q&A with Former Lionel Trains CEO Richard Kughn
Q&A with Former Lionel Trains CEO Richard Kughn
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CEO of Lionel Trains, Inc. Richard P. Kughn. Photos courtesy of Richard P. Kughn.
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Our editors sat down with Kughn, the man widely credited for saving the Lionel brand from untimely demise, to gain insight on
the art of model railroading, Lionel trains, and why they resonate with collectors today.

How did you first become interested in trains, and what is your earliest memory with a Lionel?

I got my first train on trash collection day when I was seven years old. I was coming home from school and there in a barrel was
an old, beat-up Lionel train. I reached in the barrel and got everything I needed: the engine, tender, three cars to go with it, a few
pieces of track, and a transformer. I took it home and showed my father what I had found. Once my father and I got it running, I
immediately fell in love with its mystique. A couple of years later, Santa Claus brought me a much better train set. All I could talk
about was Lionel, and I constantly played with that train.
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Richard Kughn’s childhood tree house. Photo courtesy of Richard P. Kughn.

What initially drew you to collecting, and Lionel specifically?

Around Christmas of 1941, which was right after Pearl Harbor, [my family and I] were in a train store in downtown Cleveland and
I saw a beautiful train on the shelf. It was a more upscale, higher priced Lionel train. My mother was with me and she could see
how much I wanted that train. When I unwrapped it on Christmas morning, I was so excited. Receiving that Lionel train really got
me into building a layout and all the rest that goes along with it. From that point on, I began to understand what model
railroading was all about and focused primarily on Lionel.

Left - Richard Kughn’s childhood layout featuring Lionel trains. Photo courtesy Richard P. Kughn
Right Railroading layout from Richard Kughn’s home. Photo courtesy of Richard P. Kughn.

In addition to model trains, you’re also a known collector of classic cars. What drives your interest in
transportation?

I love the art of the automobile, and the history of the development of the automobile. Every car represents an element of the
world of transportation of four wheels. That’s what drives my passion for the hobby.

How did you see the Lionel brand evolve during your time as CEO? What was your most memorable
experience during your tenure with the company?

When I bought the company in 1986, I invested large amounts of money on new tooling, launched more
contemporary locomotives and re-issued a number of collector models with greater quality, detail and improved
features. We also launched the S gauge scale of trains that included American Flyer in all new décor. Aside
from broadening the collector line of toy trains, we introduced new sights and sounds, RailScope, launched in
1988, using onboard cameras and small black and white monitors to provide the viewpoint of the engineer. A
year later, we released RailSounds, digitally recorded audio of real trains programmed into a memory chip..
I would have to say that the creation of LionTech was one of my most satisfying and interesting
accomplishments. One of my goals [as CEO of the Lionel organization] was to develop a state-of-the-art remote
control system for Lionel. This goal had not been achieved until I received a phone call from Neil Young
requesting a meeting to present the technology he and his team had developed, which included a remote
controller that would make the train stop and start, blow the whistle [and perform other audio sounds].
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Neil and I formed LionTech and licensed Lionel to do all of our product line. LionTech became the
driving force behind TrainMaster Command Control, a technology that allowed O gauge operators the
ability to manipulate more than one locomotive on the same track. Not only did we have a great
business relationship, but we developed a special friendship during the years we were in business
together.

What advice would you give to a rising train collector? Where should he or she start?

Be an operator, not a collector. Operators don’t want stuff sitting on shelves. They are not going to
collect anything; they are going to build a train layout, operate it, repair it and run it. When a train
engine burns up or runs out, they will try to repair it or go out and buy another one. They share their
train and layout with their family and friends. They let them play with the train; they let them enjoy it.
Operators join a club to share and learn from fellow Lionel train enthusiasts. Collectors love to just
look at these great toy trains. They buy them to put on a shelf or keep in a box under the bed.
By Staff of “Invaluable”

Memorial to Richard Kughn, by Annalise Frank, Reporter, Crains Detroit
https://www.crainsdetroit.com/obituaries/memorial-richard-kughn-former-lionel-train-company-owner-andtaubman-exec-planned

Kughn, a Detroit area real estate developer who also
rescued the beloved but off-the-rails model train and railroad making company in the 1980s and
1990s, died at a nursing facility in West Bloomfield Township, according to his son Gary Kughn. He
resided in Dearborn.
.
Kughn was a former president, partner and chief operating officer of Southeast Michigan shopping
center pioneer Taubman Co. — now Taubman Centers Inc. — and led a variety of ventures through
his own asset management company, Kughn Enterprises.
Kughn's legacy in Detroit and metro Detroit real estate stretched from renovating the historic David
Whitney Jr. mansion on Woodward Avenue in what's now known as Midtown in the 1980s to assisting
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with the development of Riverfront Apartments alongside the late shopping mall pioneer A. Alfred
Taubman.
Kughn was born in 1929 in Detroit. His parents moved to Bay Village, Ohio, when he was an infant
and he was raised there through high school, returning to Detroit in his late teens in the construction
field.
Richard Kughn started working with the Taubman Co. in 1955 as an estimator and played a key role
in its growth into a shopping mall power, with Lakeside Mall in Sterling Heights, Twelve Oaks Mall in
Novi and Fairlane Town Center in Dearborn opening during his years on board.
His Taubman work provided Kughn "that economic base," Richard Kughn retired from day-to-day
Taubman operations in 1979 and served as vice board chairman from then until 1983. In 1979, he
launched Kughn Enterprises, which Gary said facilitated future deals in real estate, and investments
and acquisitions in radio and other sectors.
'The man that saved Lionel'
A toy train lover since childhood, Richard Kughn bought Lionel Trains Inc. (now Lionel LLC) in 1986.
The longtime company was in dire financial trouble. He improved quality and marketing, propelling
Lionel to its former prominence as a world leader in model-train design and manufacturing, Crain's
reported in 1994.
"He is the man that saved Lionel," said Al Kolis, the immediate past president of the Lionel Collectors
Club of America and a Howell resident who had known Kughn for decades. "At that time, Lionel was
owned by General Mills ... the quality was suffering, the product was suffering ... he brought the
manufacturing back to (Macomb County from Mexico) ... Being a lifelong train enthusiast, he knew
what products were appealing to the operator and collector."
In 1995, Kughn sold Lionel to a group of investors headed by rock star Neil Young and former
Paramount Communications Chairman Martin Davis. Kughn remained a minority investor, Crain's
reported.
Kughn's love for vehicles stretched from tiny trains to classic cars. The business community leader
amassed hundreds of automobiles over the years and showcased his collection at his Carail Inc.
museum on Grand River Avenue in Detroit between the 1990s and 2003.
Kughn was preceded in death by his wife, Linda Kughn. He is survived by son, Gary Kughn;
daughters Suzanne Kloster and Jennifer Munter; stepchildren Cindy Monroe and Kimberly McGlynn;
nine grandchildren; 17 great-grandchildren; and four step-grandchildren
By Annalise Frank
Editor : Thank you Mr. Kughn for re-vitalizing Lionel and giving us many hours of pleasure.
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EVENTS
Lafayette Veteran’s Hall Meetings
3780 Mt Diablo Blvd, Lafayette, CA 94549
Arrive after 9:15 AM to avoid congestion with the Weight Watcher’s Group

FALL TRAIN SHOW Carquinez Toy Train Operating Museum
October 12 & 13, 2019 10 am – 4 pm
645 Loring Avenue, Crockett
Suggested Donation $5.00 per Organization, 18 & under free
Carquinez Toy Train Operating Museum & Carquinez Model Rairoad Society

York – Biggest and Oldest Toy Train Meet
The York Train Meet is sponsored by the Eastern Division of the Train Collectors Association.
$10 per adult
York Expo Center York Fair 34 Carlisle Ave York PA
October 17 -19, 2019

San Leandro Historical Railway Society
Halloween October 29th, 4:00 PM to 9:00 PM
Winter Open House December 7 th & 8 th.10:00 AM to 4:00 PM
1302 Orchard Ave San Leandro, CA 94577
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